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Synthesis of Mesoporouse Silicate Molecular Sieves
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In this studies, surfactant hegzadesil 3-methyl ammonium chloride
was used as a structural informant or mould for synthesis of mesoporous
silicate molecular sieves. Many of the mesoporous titanium silicates
were synthesized by adding titanium compounds to the mixture, but
considerable ratio of titanium centers placed in the frame are not accessible.
This disadvantage was compensated by titanium butoxide as a titanous
compound after being linked to the interior surfaces of host mesoporous.
The mesoporous silicate was synthesized by, S+I– method and then titanium
was linked into the cavities. The structure of synthesized compound
was characterized and studied by using XRD, XRF, TGA, SEM, IR
techniques and surface adsorption of nitrogen. The results showed the
formation of meso structure with hexagonal cavities, high surface area,
isomorphic cavities, spherical morphology, functional groups and the
amount of titanium input into the structure.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many attentions have been attracted toward the selective oxidation
by solid catalyses1. Until the end of 70th decade, ion exchange was the main method
for metals coordination to microporous matrix, which creates big difficulty for
metal separation in liquid phase oxidation2. A break in which titanium embedded
into the silicate structure was obtained by exploring titanium silicate (TS-1)3,4. Based
on these information many titano silicate microporous such as TS-25, Ti-ZSM-486,
Ti-β7 and titanium aluminum phosphate, TAPO-58, TAPO-369 and TAPO-3410 were
provided. The general problem of these materials is the small size of their cavities
that limits accessibility of important and large substrates.

Exploring the M41S family11, created a new path for preparing the titanosilicates
and provided the possibility for selective oxidation of larger substrates. Many of
mesoporous titanium silicates including Ti-MCM-4112,13, Ti-HMS13,14, Ti-MCM-4815

and silaned Ti-MCM-4116 were prepared by adding titanous compounds to synthesized
mixture. But a considerable number of titanium centers placed in its frame are
inaccessible. When interior surfaces of host mesoporous are linked to synthesized
titanium catalysis precursor, this weak point can be compensated. So, the applied
method for synthesis of titanium mesoporous silicate in this project is based on


